Facilitating aptamer selection and collection by capillary transient isotachophoresis with laser-induced fluorescence detection.
An efficient separation method that utilizes capillary transient isotachophoresis (ctITP) was developed for the preselection of binding ligands. With the ultimate goal of providing enriched fractions from vast libraries for drug discovery, the preselection process described herein entails three distinct elements, which have been validated using a model thrombin protein (target) and thrombin aptamer (ligand) system. First, a high fidelity, on-column labeling scheme employing the noncovalent, fluorescent reagent SYBR Gold was demonstrated for single-stranded DNA with an 11-fold greater sensitivity than pre-column labeling procedures. Second, this on-column labeling was incorporated into a new ctITP method with laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection, which provided greatly enhanced resolution of protein-aptamer complex and free aptamer (in comparison to traditional capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) methods). Third, this enhanced resolution permitted the subsequent accumulation of bound aptamer fractions via an automated collection method, with the establishment of quantitative measures of DNA accumulation. Preselected aptamer or ligand samples such as these can serve as inputs for subsequent lab-on-bead or next-generation-sequencing technologies, enabling accelerated drug discovery.